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1) Define slew rate. What causes the slew rate? How is the slew rate measured?-7M(W-

13)/(S-15) 

2) What is the need of constant current source in differential amplifier? Explain its 

function with suitable circuit diagram.-7M(W-13)/(S-15)/(W-16) 

3) Discuss the necessity of overload protection for OP-AMP. Explain by circuit diagram 

how the output and input overload protection can be achieved?-14M(W-13)/8M(W-

15) 

4) Explain internal block diagram of OP-AMP-7M(S-14) 

5) Compare between ideal OP-AMP and practical OP-AMP-7M(S-14) 

6) Draw the pin diagram of IC 741. Explain the function of each pin.-7M(S-14)/(S-15) 

7) Explain the circuit diagram of input offset voltage measurement  of OP-AMP-7M(S-

14) 

8) What is need of level shifter stage in OP-AMP? Explain any one thermally stable 

method of level shifter with relevant circuit diagram.-6M(W-14) 

9) What are different techniques used for the improvement of CMRR? Explain any one 

with circuit diagram.-7M(W-14) 

10) List different parameters and explain any four in brief.-7M(W-14) 

11) What is frequency compensation? Why it is needed? Explain pole-zero compensation 

technique.-6M(W-14) 

12) Draw the ideal voltage transfer curve of OP-AMP. Comment about the important 

conclusion from it.-7M(S-15) 

13) Explain the following op-amp parameter in brief:-7M(W-15) 

1) CMRR   2) Slew Rate   3) Input offset voltage 

14) Explain the need of level shifting stage in op-amp. Draw & explain level shifting 

circuit with constant current bias. Support the answer with suitable expressions.-

7M(W-15) 

15) Give the characteristics of IC 741 op-amp.-6M(S-15) 
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16) Define the following term for op-amp and specify their values for op-amp IC 741:-

8M(W-16) 

1) PSRR   2) Large signal voltage gain   3) Slew Rate   4) UGB 

17) Enlist the parameter of ideal op-amp. Also define following terms:-7M(W-16) 

1) Input bias current   2) Input offset current  

18) Explain the block diagram of op-amp and specify the role of each block-7M(W-16) 
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1) Draw the differentiator using op-amp and explain with neat waveforms -5M(W-

13)/7M(W-15) 

2) Draw the circuit diagram of AMV using op-amp and explain its operation with neat 

waveform. Also derive the expression for time periods.-8M(W-13) 

3) Draw and explain the application of OP-AMP as a negative clamper.-7M(W-13)/      

6m(S-15) 

4) Explain non-inverting summing amplifier using op-amp with circuit diagram.-            

6(W-13)/7M(W-15) 

5) Derive the expression for gain of Inverting amplifier. -7M(S-14)/7M(S-15) 

6) Explain integrator using OP-AMP.-6M(S-14)/6M(S-16) 

7) Derive the expression for gain of Non-inverting amplifier. -7M(S-14) 

8) Explain differentiator using OP-AMP.-6M(S-14) 

9) Draw and explain with expression Wein bridge oscillator using OP-AMP.-7M(W-14) 

10) Draw and explain a stable Multivibrator using OP_AMP. Also derive for the same.-

7M(W-14) 

11) What is Clamper? Draw ‘+ve peak’ clamper with ‘+ve ref’.-7M(W-14) 

12) In the integrator, find o/p V0 is R1=10KΩ, Cf=0.02mf, V0(o)=0 and input voltage is 

Vi=4cos 10
4
t+1.-7M(W-14) 

13) Explain with diagram, the op-amp based RC phase shift oscillator. How the criteria 

for sustained oscillations is fulfilled there?-7M(S-15)/6M(S-16) 

14) Draw and explain with frequency response op-amp as differentiator. What are its 

limitation and how are they overcome?-6M(S-15) 

15) Explain the inverting mode of op-amp and derive relation for its voltage gain. Explain 

the concept of virtual ground for an inverting amplifier.-6M(W-15) 

16)  Draw the op-amp based circuit as monostable multivibrator. Explain its operation 

with suitable waveforms.-6M(W-15) 
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17) Explain non-inverting amplifier using op-amp and show that its closed loop gain is 

1+Rf/R1, How will you convert this into voltage follower?-7M(S-16) 

18) Explain the basic inverting comparator with positive reference and negative 

reference.-7M(S-16) 
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1) Draw the high voltage regulator using IC 723 and explain its working.-7M(W-13) 

2) Define the following terms with reference to a PLL: 

1) Centre frequency 2) Lock range 3) Capture range 4) Pull in time. -6M(W-13) 

3) Explain the current boosting of a 78XX regulator with external transistor.-        

6M(W-13)/7M(S-15) 

4) Draw the circuit for square wave generator for 50% duty cycle using IC 555 and 

explain its operation. -7M(W-13) 

5) Explain block schematic of IC 555. -7M(S-14) 

6) List important features of IC 723. -6M(S-14) 

7) Explain block schematic of IC 723. -7M(S-14)/7M(W-15) 

8) Explain IC 555 as a square wave generator with circuit diagram. -6M(S-14) 

9) What do you mean y SMPS? Draw the block diagram of SMPS and explain it in 

brief. What are its merits over linear voltage regulator? -7M(W-14) 

10) Design a 3V to 28V adjustable voltage regulator with short circuit limit of 60mA 

using IC 723-6M(W-14) 

11) Draw the circuit of Schmitt trigger using IC 555 timer and explain its operation.-

7M(W-14) 

12) Draw the connection diagram (pin configuration) of LM 565 PLL and state 

important electrical characteristic. -6M(W-14) 

13) The timer IC 555 is used as astable multivibrator. It is desired to have square wave 

output with 50% duty cycle of 1d.c.Hz. The timing capacitor is of 0.01 µF. Find 

the value of resistors required and draw the circuit diagram.-7M(S-15) 

14)  Explain the current limiting features of IC 723 regulator.-6M(S-15) 

15) What are the advantages of SMPS over linear regulator? Draw the block diagram 

of SMPS and explain. -6M(S-15) 
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16) Design a monostable multivibrator using IC 555 Ton=30sec. Assume C=1000µf 

along with circuit. -6M(W-15) 

17)   What is dual tracking regulator? Demonstrate the implementation of a dual 

tracking regulator for supply voltage output of +-12V. State its applications.-

6M(W-15) 

18) Draw and explain with waveforms IC 555 based monostable multivibrator. How 

will you convert this circuit into frequency divider?-7M(W-15) 

19) What do you mean by switching regulator? Draw its block diagram. Also state its 

advantages and limitations.-7M(S-16) 

20) What is ‘high voltage’ and ‘low voltage’ regulator using IC723? Design voltage 

regulator using IC723 with following requirements:- 

V0=5V,    I0=200mA,     Vin=20V,    Isc=300mA And Vsense=0.7V  -6M(S-16) 

21) Explain IC 555 as monostable multivibrator along with circuit diagram and 

waveform. How can we change pulse width of output.-7M(S-16) 

22) Explain PLL as frequency multiplier.-6M(S-15) 
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1) What are the advantages of CMOS gate over NMOS gates? Draw and explain 

CMOS NAND gate. 7M(W-13)/6M(S-15) 

2) What are the advantages of CMOS over TTL gate? Write the condition to be 

satisfied for proper interfacing of CMOS driving TTL gate. -7M(W-13)/6M(W-

15) 

3) Draw and explain ECL OR/NOR gate. What is the advantage of positive supply 

grounding in it? -8M(W-13)7M(W-15) 

4) Draw and explain NMOS inverter with an enhancement load. -6M(W-13) 

5) Explain transistor-transistor logic. -7M(S-14) 

6) Explain two input CMOS ‘NAND’ gate with truth table.-7M(S-14) 

7)  Explain operation of NMOS inverter. -7M(S-14) 

8) How NMOS can be used as a ‘NOR’ gate.-7M(S-14) 

9) Explain the working of three input CMOS NAND gate.-7M(W-14) 

10) Explain the use of Totempole output driver. How is it employed in TTL gate.-   

7M(W-14) 

11) Explain the following characteristics of digital ICS: -7M(W-14) 

1) Noise immunity 2) Fan out  3) Speed of operation  4) Power dissipation  

12)  Explain with circuit diagram the working of 2-input TTL NOR and OR gates with 

open collector output. -7M(W-14) 

13) With the help of circuit diagram explain the working of: -6M(S-15)/6M(W-15) 

1) NMOS inverter   2) NMOS NOR gate 

14) Explain the operating and performance characteristics of CMOS gates. -6M(S-15) 

15) Draw and explain with suitable waveform BJT invertor.-7M(S-15)/7M(S-16) 

16) Compare and contrast the logic families TTL, ECL and CMOS on the basis of at 

least 4 parameters.-7M(W-15) 
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17) Compare TTL logic family with CMOS logic family in terms of advantages and 

disadvantages.-7M(S-16) 

18) Explain ECL circuit with diagram. Why ECL is the fastest logic family? Explain.-

6M(S-16) 

19) Explain in brief the inverter using NMOS and inverter using CMOS. What are 

advantages of using CMOS?-8M(S-16)  
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1) Compare PROM and PLA.-6M(W-13)/7M(W-15) 

2) Implement two bit comparator using logic gates and explain.-7M(W-13) 

3) Describe the operation of a multiplexer using a function block diagram. 

Explain how Boolean function may be implemented using multiplexer.-

7M(W-13) 

4) Implement 3 bit adder using IC 7480.-6M(W-13) 

5) Design 32:1 multiplexer using 16:1 mulptiplexer.-7M(S-14) 

6) Compare Encoder and Decoder.-6M(S-14)/7M(W-15) 

7) Design 5-line to 32-line decoder using 4-line to 16-line decoder.-7M(S-14) 

8) Explain Read Only Memory[ROM] in detail.-6M(S-14) 

9) Design 01:32 Demultiplexer using 1:8 demultiplexer.-6M(W-14) 

10) What is ROM? Explain any three application of ROM in brief.-7M(W-14) 

11) Give the comparison between PROM, PAL and PLA.-6M(W-14) 

12) Design and draw the half adder and full adder circuits by NAND gate only.-

7M(W-14) 

13) Implement a 16 bit even parity checker using two IC 74180 and suitable gate.-

7M(S-15) 

14) Give the comparison between PLA and PAL.-7M(S-15) 

15) With the help of neat diagram, explain the operation of a BCD to decimal 

decoder.-8M(S-15)/6M(W-15) 

16) Compare half adder and full adder. Implement the full adder using NAND 

gates only.-6M(S-15)/8M(W-15) 

17)  Draw and explain with truth table octal to binary encoder.-6M(S-16) 

18) Explain 8:1 mux. Implement 32:1 mux using 8:1 mux and suitable hardware.-

7M(S-16) 

19) Design 2-bit comparator using logic sates.-5M(S-16) 
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20) Compare and contrast ROM, PROM and EPROM. Explain any one 

application of ROM.-8M(S-16) 
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1) Draw and explain 3 bit synchronous counter using JK flip flop.-6M(W-13)/7M(W-15) 

2) Explain 4 phase ratioless shift register with neat diagram.-7M(W-13)/7M(W-15) 

3) A binary ripple counter is required to count upto 32. How many flip flops are 

required? If the clock frequency is 16MHz, what is the frequency at the output of the 

last flip flop? Also draw the circuit.-7M(W-13) 

4) Draw and explain the working of 4 bit shift left register.-6M(W-13) 

5) Explain race around condition in J-K flip-flop.-7M(S-14) 

6) Explain clocked S-R flip-flop.-6M(S-14) 

7) Explain Master-Slave J-K flip-flop.-7M(S-14) 

8) Explain 3 bit register using D-Flip-flop.-6M(S-14)/7M(S-15) 

9) Design mod-10 synchronous counter suing J-K flip-flop.-7M(W-14) 

10) Draw the circuit for bipolar RAM cells and explain its working.-6M(W-14) 

11) Design and explain the working of 4-bit bi-directional shift register D-flip-flop.-

7M(W-14) 

12) Draw the timing diagram of 4-bit asynchronous up-down counter and explain briefly.-

6M(W-14) 

13) What do you mean by ‘Race around condition’ in JKFF? How is it overcome?-6M(S-

15) 

14) What is the main advantage of a synchronous counter over a ripple counter? Draw the 

block diagram of a 4-bit synchronous counter and explain its operation.-7M(S-15) 

15) What is a flip-flop? Draw the logic symbol and explain the operation of a D type and 

T type flip-flop.-7M(S-15)/6M(W-15) 

16) What is modulus of a counter? Design a mod-10 counter using suitable flip-flop.-

6M(W-15) 

17) Show the following conversion of flip flop:- 

a) SR -FF to JK-FF.       b) SR-FF to D-FF 
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18) Design a decade counter using suitable flip-flop. What is an asynchronous preset and 

clear input? What is their role?-7M(S-16) 

19) Compare static and dynamic shift register. State advantages of dynamic shift register.-

6M(S-16) 

20) Draw and explain bipolar RAM cell.-7M(S-16) 


